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Information about Conservation Biology

"The discipline of conservation biology defines the scope of the journal, but it is also
true that the journal has played an influential role in defining conservation biology."

- Stanley A. Temple, SCB President 1991-1993 

Inaugurated in 1987, the journal, Conservation Biology was originally developed to provide a global voice for an emerging discipline. 
It quickly became the most important journal dealing with the topic of biological diversity. The journal continues to publish 
groundbreaking scientific papers on topics such as population ecology and genetics, ecosystem management, freshwater and 
marine conservation, landscape ecology, and the many human dimensions of conservation and is the most frequently cited 
conservation journal in the world.

In concert with the larger goals of the Society for Conservation Biology, the journal promotes the highest standards of quality and 
ethics in the activity of conservation research and encourages the communication of results to facilitate their application in 
conservation decision-making. With provocative essays and editorials, regular topical reviews, practical approaches to conservation, 
and the publication of original research, Conservation Biology remains instrumental in defining the key issues contributing to the 
study and practice of conservation. 

Conservation Biology (ISSN 0888-8892) is published six times a year (February, April, June, August, October, December) by:  

Blackwell Publishing, Inc
Commerce Place
350 Main Street
Malden, MA 02148-5020 
Phone: (781) 388-8250 
FAX: (781) 388-8232 
Toll-Free: 1-800-835-6770  

Conservation Biology is composed and printed by Capital City Press, Box 546, Montpelier, Vermont 05601. Indexed in BIOSIS, 
(Elsevier Science) Geo Abstracts, (ISI) Current Contents/Agriculture, Biology, General Science Index, and Environmental Sciences, 
Research Alert, and Sci Search. 

Environmentally Conscious Printing

The paper used in the journal is recycled from post-consumer waste and is acid-free. Printing is done in soy ink. Journals are 
delivered in a clear wrapper or bio-degradable polyethylene. More information if below: 

Material: PDQ-H version of degradable polyethylene. 
Supplier: Carter-McLeod Paper & Packaging, Inc.  

Media Relations Contact



Autumn-Lynn Harrison 

Advertising

Conservation Biology accepts space advertising that is compatible with the policies and goals of the Society for Conservation 
Biology. Contact:

Ben Harkinson - Advertising Sales Coordinator  
Blackwell Publishing Inc. 
350 Main St. Malden, MA 02148 
Phone: 781 388 8532 Fax: 781 338 8532 
Email: bharkinson@bos.blackwellpublishing.com 

Subscription Information

● Cancellation and Refund Policy - Subscribers to Society Publications may request a refund or cancellation at any time if they 
are unsatisfied or if special situations require a refund. Refunds for Conservation Biology are pro-rated based on how many 
issues have been delivered. Membership is canceled when a subscription with which it is included is canceled. 

● Address Changes: You can change your address yourself by logging onto your SCB Member Homepage and choosing "Edit 
Your Expertise & Other Information". If you prefer to send us your address change click here and we will make necessary 
adjustments for you.

● Subscription Questions and Claims: General questions about the Journal and the Society and claims of missed issues can 
be directed to our Membership Coordinator. The Society will replace a missed issue of Conservation Biology if the claim is 
filed within 90 days of the cover date for North American subscribers and 6 months for subscribers outside the U.S. Claims 
after this date are accepted only in special circumstances and usually require the cost of back issue purchase. Please 
monitor your journal delivery and report any failed delivery promptly. 

Manuscripts

Send manuscripts to:

Gary K. Meffe, Editor
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation
Newins-Ziegler 303, Box 110430 
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611-0430 USA 
Phone: 352-466-4581 
FAX: 352-466-7014 
email: manuscripts@conbio.org 

Online edition of Conservation Biology

Once you have a SCB membership number and password, you will be able to get access to the online journal immediately by 
following the below steps. 

1. Just log into your membership record using your SCB Member ID (or your email) and your Password 
2. Once in your record you can click the link labeled "On-line version of Conservation Biology"  

This will direct you right to the online journal. That's all there is to it! 
If you have any problems contact the SCB Executive Office. 

Libraries and Institutions please note:

Blackwell Scientific Publishing handles all institutional subscriptions for the journal Conservation Biology. 

Back Issues and Old Articles

Back issues of the journal are available for purchase from the publisher, Blackwell Science, Inc. The membership and subscription 
office and this webpage cannot handle requests to find old articles, provide reprints, or perform other library related tasks. The online 
edition has all issues archived on it from February 1999 to present. The best way to obtain older reprints is to contact the authors 
directly. You can search the contents or use an online abstract search service to find author contact information or visit a library that 
holds the journal.

To purchase back issues of Conservation Biology now - CLICK HERE! 
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